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What is SPO*? 

Seeking Peer Outreach* (SPO*) is a tiered, network-style peer support program initially 

introduced by Margaret “Meg” Lieb, a now third-year medical student from the Central 

Wisconsin campus. It was developed to emphasize the importance of mental health for all 

members of the Medical College of Wisconsin (MCW), including faculty, staff, and students. 

Lieb envisioned SPO* as a uniting of the voices and ideas from across a multitude of roles and 

departments at MCW all focused on mental health and well-being.  

The voices Lieb sought to unite were those of the Suicide Prevention Council. The council was 

first assembled by Dean Joseph Kershner and led by Drs. David Cipriano and Jon Lehrmann in 

response to a medical student suicide in 2019. By collaborating with the Council, faculty and 

staff across MCW and numerous third-party resources, Lieb made SPO* a reality. 

In 2020, Lieb recruited a group of then-M1s to be SPO* Student Leads, including Sadie Jackson, 

Sofie Kjellesvig, Marissa O’Hair, and Meghan Peterson. With this incredible team, the oversight 

of the Suicide Prevention Council, support from Dean Lisa Dodson’s Sentry grant, and close 

guidance from Central Wisconsin faculty member Dr. Jeff Fritz and Student Services Manager 

Mr. Christopher Knight, the program successfully made its soft debut on the Central Wisconsin 

Campus. Then, in 2021, now-M1s Justin York and Cassandra “Casey” Balson joined as Student 



Leads to continue the program as it continues to blossom into an institution-wide network 

support system. 

Reasoning behind the name: 

In literature, the asterisk signifies "something worth paying attention to, or that there is more 

to the story." In the same way, mental illness is a silent, isolating disease worth addressing for 

the future lives of healthcare workers and those in medical education. SPO* was developed to 

bring light to these untold and often stigmatized stories. Through the training of SPO* members 

a network—that encourages all to seek help and to be cognizant and nurturing of others’ well-

being—is created. Alternatively, in an asterisk, the image of intersecting lines symbolizes the 

connection of our lives with everything around us. SPO* is designed to target and strengthen 

these connections by optimizing access to multiple levels of support.  

 

 

Where is SPO* now and where is it going? 

 

At the Central Wisconsin campus, the M1 class is divided into groups of 6-7 individuals 

(“Navigation Teams”), to talk about professional development, well-being, and current 

challenges to ease the transition into medical school. Each group is led by one to two faculty or 

staff members and two to three M2 mentors; this allows the development of close 

relationships and trust between peers. After the launch of SPO*, these groups gained an M2 

Student Lead mentor and began to normalize talking about mental health and the struggles 

that may pertain to it. SPO* has also been working to implement mental well-being events such 

as painting, gratitude reflections, and suicide awareness posters. 

Since its inception, SPO* has trained students, faculty, and staff in the importance of mental 

well-being, recognition of distress, crisis management and intervention, self-care, and more. 

Individuals identified by their peers as approachable, trustworthy, and empathetic have 

completed additional “Tier 2” training, which equips these individuals with deeper knowledge 

into crisis handling and asks them to be accountable to others’ well-being. 

In the immediate future of SPO*, efforts are being made to enhance accessibility through an 

innovative anonymous reporting platform for anyone not wishing to reveal their identity. The 

SPO* logo has been embedded with a QR code linked to an encrypted anonymous submission 

page and other resources. Scanning the code allows users to easily connect and receive peer or 

professional support anywhere, anytime, without judgement or consequence. Further, every 

person will be provided a pin displaying the logo to keep on their MCW badge. Therefore, every 

member at MCW will carry an anonymous means of support and resources with them always. 



The long-term goal of SPO* is to implement the tiered peer-support system institution-wide by 

integrating it into MCW's curriculum. Each year faculty, staff, and students will be recruited to 

volunteer as Tier 2s and complete the necessary training. This group of individuals will monitor 

the anonymous reporting platform and provide support as needed. Ideally, SPO* will become 

an umbrella—encompassing all the wellness initiatives and mental health services that MCW 

provides. 

 

 

How did we become interested in suicide prevention/mental health awareness? 

 

Below, the students tell their own stories about the places in their lives from which their 

passion for suicide prevention and mental health awareness have arisen. 

 

Meg Lieb: 

In medical school, we learn about the fickle line separating life from death. For many of 

us, we experience firsthand, and for the first time, how fragile that line truly is as we 

take a hand in caring for patients at the end of their life. For me, I crossed those battle 

lines at age seventeen, when I intervened in the suicide of someone deeply important to 

me. There are many similarities between my experience with life and death in medical 

school and prior: the formative lessons, the intrusive flashbacks, the relief in sustaining 

a life. Though, there are many more differences. My experience with suicide was all-

consuming, isolating, and supportless. It caused me to become keenly aware of the 

visible and invisible victims of suicide. From that experience and the impact it had on 

me, whether through scholarly work on behavioral neuroendocrinology, a neuroscience-

focused psychology degree, or my work on SPO*, I have dedicated much of my time 

trying to understand mental discord and preventing the devasting effects of suicide.  

 

Marissa O’Hair: 

As many important things are, my passion was developed from hardship and tragedy. 

Unfortunately, this is a trend among those of us passionate about well-being, especially 

mental well-being. My journey started as a young middle schooler when I started 

dealing with emotions too big for me, emotions I could not handle. At that time, mental 

illness was on no one’s radar. It was not in mainstream media; it was not discussed in 

households or most doctor’s offices, either. I was displaying signs of mental illness and 



distress that went unrecognized for years. Instead, I was scorned, punished, outcast, 

and alone.  

Fast forward to the present day, I have gone through innumerable trials and tragedies 

related to the struggle that started so many years ago. Looking back, I cannot help but 

think that if mental health were to become a normalized conversation, awareness 

increased, and well-being emphasized, I could have saved my young self from so much 

horror. However, since I cannot go back in time, I strive to save the people who come 

after me from the darkness that can so quickly overwhelm.  

 

Casey Balson: 

It is hard to pinpoint when my interest in suicide prevention began because it sort of 

snowballed and built over the course of several years. However, I can tell you when this 

passion was lit inside me, when it clicked that this was something I am meant to 

dedicate my life to. Taking it back to 2010, I was in eighth grade. Do you remember the 

feeling of being an eighth grader? It’s exciting. I remember feeling mature and older 

now that I would be moving on to high school next year. I thought I ruled the school and 

had all the answers, an invincible young adult, where nothing could faze me. This 

couldn’t have been any further from the truth, as I still had so much to learn about what 

growing up really looked like.  

It was the night before our graduation day, I remember my sister and I so innocently 

stressing over looking perfect in our dresses so our crushes would notice. Amid all the 

gossip, I noticed I was getting a call from my best friend; nothing out of the ordinary, as 

we had talked on the phone every night that year. Immediately, I could tell my friend 

sounded more somber than usual, so I asked if he was feeling alright.  

His response was one I never imagined coming. As I sat on the floor of my bedroom, 

admiring my sparkly graduation dress, my friend began saying goodbye to me. Not the 

goodbye you so casually say every day, this wasn’t a “Goodbye! I’ll see you tomorrow,” 

this was a “Goodbye, forever.”  

I remember feeling the anxiety build through my body, I had no idea how to respond; I 

was just an eighth grader. These aren’t the kinds of problems an eighth grader should 

have to know how to deal with.  

I didn’t realize it at the time, but that night fostered the person I am today. I knew that I 

never wanted to freeze in that type of situation. I wanted to be prepared, to know how 

to stop it. So that’s just what I did, and in the twelve years since I built on my passion for 

learning and teaching others.  



Suicide can be preventable if we can find the help we are searching for. At times it may 

seem impossible, but you were made for some much more than you can imagine if you 

can only find a way to stay.  

 

Justin York: 

Growing up, mental health was an unspoken topic in my family and in the communities I 

grew up in, despite it being a normal, everyday part of life. Physical wellbeing was the 

only thing that was emphasized and, if you were fit and active, you should be happy. 

Even after a student committed suicide in my high school, mental health was pushed 

aside and not spoken about. There was an email sent to our school email saying there 

would be grief counselors available for the remainder of the week, suggesting mental 

health and grieving can be resolved in a week. Life, for the most part, went on as 

normal. 

Things were still not spoken about and, despite seeing students who were struggling 

with their mental health and grief, no one reached out or said anything. If you learned 

someone was struggling with their mental health, it was by accident and, again, was not 

spoken about and quickly brushed aside.  

Shortly afterwards, I learned that people close to me were struggling with their mental 

health, something that I thought was uncommon at the time. I had personally struggled 

with my own mental health and while I still did not talk about it with anyone, I knew I 

was not alone.  

Mental health in my life quickly became more apparent as I started college, as several 

students throughout my undergraduate career committed suicide and I lost family 

members. This was the first time that I reached out and talked to someone about what I 

was experiencing.  

Slowly, it became easier to talk, and the knot that had been present in my stomach for 

years, slowly went away. Knowing the resources that were available also had a big 

influence on my life and I became a part of the Green Bandana Project at my 

undergraduate institution, which was a student-led campaign raising awareness of 

mental health and suicide prevention.  

There has not been one defining moment that led to me becoming passionate about 

mental health, just like there has not been one moment defining when I wanted to be a 

physician or decide to run a marathon.  

 

 



If you could only choose one, what is the biggest influence you hope to see SPO* accomplish? 

 

Meg Lieb: 

 While at this medical school, a fellow student approached me saying, “You know, I try 

to avoid playing out ‘what if’ scenarios in my head, but I have been thinking a lot about 

‘what if I hadn’t had you this past year?’... and, truthfully, I don’t think I’d be alive.” This 

statement left me stunned, but it also forced me to reflect on the things I could possibly 

be providing that this student was not getting elsewhere. This reflection is the very thing 

that weaved the vision of SPO* together. This vision includes: 

• Preventing isolation by being personable, welcoming, and inclusive 

• Minimizing stigma by seeking to support one another with open eyes and 

normalizing the experience of mental suffering 

• Requiring action by paying attention to one another and having strength to 

reach out when something seems off 

If there was a single influence that SPO* could have on our community, it would be 

accomplishing this vision. It would not be a single person being recognized for 

preventing a suicide, but it would be everyone—a culture—united in action against 

mental discord. 

 

Marissa O’Hair: 

 The biggest influence I hope SPO* will have is “normalization,” also called guardianship. 

Similar to the other Student Leads, I believe reducing the stigma and shame surrounding 

the discussion, execution, and acceptance of that which is required to maintain mental 

health and well-being, is the best and largest step that must be taken toward a healthier 

and safer institution. For example, when a patient visits his physician for a 

commonplace problem such as chronic pain or high cholesterol, a physician first 

suggests conservative management: rest, stretching, exercise, healthier diet, etc. 

However, many patients specifically request medications—they are quick, more 

efficient, and no one will blink twice if you say you take a pill for your “bad back.” The 

question I pose to those perpetuating stigma around mental illness is this: Why accept 

the ten pill bottles one has for their back, prostate, cholesterol, and beyond, yet judge a 

young student for taking a single pill for a problem that cannot be changed another way 

and equally affects quality of life?  

 

Casey Balson: 



The three main pillars of SPO* center around the impact of mental health on health care 

workers, specifically physicians and medical students. These pillars are: 

• Guardianship (reducing stigma) 

• Peer-support (reducing isolation) 

• Inclusion 

My passion for SPO* lies within the pillar of "Guardianship,” where we combat the issue 

of stigma through training and awareness. As someone who previously volunteered for 

the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline, I have undergone extensive training in building 

rapport and crisis intervention. Through this training, I truly saw the impact knowledge 

and awareness can have on preventing suicide and de-escalating times of mental crisis.  

It is my hope that by providing more individuals with the knowledge to become Tier 2s, 

SPO* can equip our campuses with the tools and support system needed to combat 

mental health crises. It has been said those who are battling with mental health are the 

best at hiding their pain and, when you are struggling, one of the hardest things to do is 

ask for help. It is my hope that no one has to struggle in silence anymore because SPO* 

will have provided others with the proper lenses to see through these masks.  

 

Justin York: 

What I hope SPO*’s biggest accomplishment is can be summarized by an influential 

member of the drum corps I was a part of: “In the whole world, there is only one, and it 

is you.” This quote is something that was said often in the section I marched in, 

emphasizing the importance of individuality in an activity that strives for uniformity and 

cohesion as an ensemble as it could not exist without you in it.  

Academics, much like drum corps, is a highly competitive environment, especially for 

those of us who decided to go into healthcare. That drive and competitive nature is hard 

to ignore as the competition does not seem to end. Two of SPO*’s pillars are centered 

around inclusion and reducing isolation, emphasizing that, “it is okay to be you, all of 

you.”  

One of my friends told me that they want me to tell them what is going through my 

head, even the not so good things, as they just want to be there for me. Words and 

actions like that are very influential to someone who can feel alone and not a part of the 

larger community around them. SPO*’s peer-support system has this at its core.  

Hopefully, this change in mindset and environment goes beyond medical school and 

residency and into the professional world, creating a supportive environment for 

healthcare members who encounter situations and life experiences unique to this field. 

 



  


